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W

elcome to the Journal Research in Clinical
Medicine, Volume 8. 2020 marks a milestone
in the history of this journal because it comes
with some profound enhancements. The first and the most
important change in our journal was that we eliminated the
obligation made by the word “analytical” in the title and
scope of our journal in attracting the articles. Moreover,
by our new way of continuous publishing, fast publication
of research papers is possible without delay. This allows
to publish any article in the clinical domain as soon as
possible. This will help us thrive in journal ranking. In
our journal, we publish the articles which are accepted by
our methodologist and epidemiologist. Also, we are now
focusing on the fields of anesthesiology and critical care,
emergency medicine, internal medicine, neurology and
elderly. We will do our best to create a useful journal for
our readers as it is expected to have audience from all over
the world. I should be noted that this journal meets all the
criteria of COPE and ICMJE. Our journal will collaborate
with Aging Research Institute (TUOMS) (https://aria.
tbzmed.ac.ir/), the emergency medicine research team
(TUOMS), Faculty of Medicine (Ataturk University)
(https://atauni.edu.tr/en/tip-fakultesi), and other research
centers and also with our colleagues abroad, like Turkey,
Slovakia, the United States, and the European Union.
I believe that our editorial team will be supported by
authors all around the world. We should be in search of
articles that discuss new ideas and research directions,
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original articles with a high impact of novelty. It requires
a lot of effort and commitment from the editor to meet
these goals. Many authors may not understand the fact
that the role of the editor comes with a great responsibility
rather than just power. The decisions may leave some of
the authors unhappy, but the criteria of the journal must
be met. I thank my associate and assistant editors, the
entire editorial board, and reviewers for all their support.
Together we will work towards making the journal a
truly influential publication. Comments, suggestions and
special issue proposals are always welcome.
We will do our best.
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